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Hamas shows no signs of  breaking, its  spokesmen seemingly swept away by its  very
success in holding out and refocusing Arab and international attention.

A rocket fired from Gaza to Ashkelon on July 15, 2014. Photo by Ilan Assayag

The Israel Defense Forces ground operation has now entered a more complex phase. The
incursion overnight Thursday encountered relatively little opposition from Hamas. Israel
Air Force strikes, alongside artillery fire, made Hamas opposition difficult in the first phase.
Now  the  troops  are  based  in  a  relatively  narrow  strip  on  the  edges  of  the  built-up
Palestinian area, and are moving ahead with their main task so far – finding and hitting
the tunnels. Hamas is coming out of its initial shock and trying to surprise the troops,
especially using the tunnel system, on both sides of the border fence.

This  could  lead  to  a  clash  between  political  and  military  officials.  The  depth  of  the
operation is limited but the number of troops participating in it is relatively large. From the
perspective of commanders in the field, the strip they have taken might be too narrow and
make it difficult to protect the troops searching for the tunnels. The static situation makes
it easier for the enemy to attack. At the political level, authorization to continue advancing
means going deeper into the heart of the built-up zone, which could mean more losses.
But the inner cabinet apparently still wants a limited action, in the hope that diplomatic
maneuvers will stop the military clash.

Over the weekend the IDF found 13 tunnels near the border and killed more than 20
armed Palestinians. Intelligence knew where many of the tunnels were, about 10 of which
were dug inside of Israeli territory. An officer and four soldiers have so far been killed, one
of whom, from the Nahal Brigade, was hit by mistake by a tank shell;  more than 10
soldiers have been wounded. Together with the Bedouin man killed yesterday morning by
a rocket strike, the number of Israelis killed now stands at 7. The number of Palestinians
killed is over 300 – more than half of them civilians.

Hamas seems more effective at attacking through tunnels than it was during Operation
Cast  Lead  in  2008-2009.  After  the  attack  through  a  tunnel  near  Kibbutz  Sufa  was
thwarted on Thursday, Hamas had its first success yesterday when it sent a squad through
a tunnel between Kibbutz Be’eri and Kibbutz Ein Hashlosha. According to the army, the
terrorists were on their way to attack the kibbutz when they ran into two jeeps carrying
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commanders of the 188th Armored Brigade. The Hamas men fired first and an RPG struck
the jeep, which was not reinforced, of one of the brigade’s officers. A reserve officer and
his driver were killed. Other officers were wounded and as the firefight continued, two
more officers were hit. One of the Hamas operatives was killed and the rest apparently
fled back into the Strip through the tunnel.

The IDF is proud of having thwarted a terror attack, but the incident should be seen for
what it is: Hamas killed an officer and a soldier and almost managed to hit more of the
188 brigade’s officers (the last time this happened was at the beginning of the Yom Kippur
War). When the fighting is over, the army will have to fully investigate this incident: Why
did the officers approach the fence at the height of the fighting in a vehicle that was not
reinforced and apparently was not covered by a tank?

The IDF ground incursion has at this point resulted in a 30 percent reduction in rockets
fired at Israel Friday and an even sharper decline yesterday. The army is not convinced
that this achievement will remain. Most of the Gaza Strip is still under Palestinian control
and the range of the rockets allows the attacks to continue, especially considering that the
launchers work from a distance. However, military pressure might still affect Hamas and
the organization  might  prefer  to  concentrate  its  rockets  in  barrages  toward big  cities
rather than scattering them over most of the country during most of the day. According to
intelligence assessments, more than half of Hamas’ rockets have already been fired or
destroyed by IDF attacks. Islamic Jihad’s supply is even more depleted. Assuming that the
terror groups will want to keep some of their rockets in abeyance (with Egypt’s blockade
of the tunnels making it difficult for them to resupply by smuggling), it seems that they
will try to direct their fire more cautiously, but they still have at least two weeks of fire
power.

On the political front, the picture is still mixed despite a wave of visits to the region, led by
UN Secretary General  Ban Ki-moon,  who will  arrive  in  Israel  on Tuesday,  and French
Foreign Minister Laurent Fabius, who arrived yesterday. The two channels of mediation are
making it difficult for each other – Egypt on the one hand and Qatar and Turkey on the
other. Israel prefers the Egyptian proposal, which is, as far as Israel is concerned, “the
only game in town,” as Maj. Gen. (res.) Amos Gilad told Channel 10.

Hamas wants the Qatari proposal and Israel is furious with the United States, which last
week conveyed a positive message to the Qataris with regard to their continuing efforts. If
Hamas believes that the Qatari channel will provide them with a direct connection to the
United States, the organization may insist on that option. On Thursday, the United States
made clear to Qatar that it considers the Egyptian channel to be the only one. Palestinian
Authority President Mahmoud Abbas went to the Gulf to advance the Egyptian option and
its economic aspects. It remains to be seen whether Hamas will accept it. Israeli security
officials say they believe that the political leadership of Hamas in Gaza is now inclined
toward this possibility under pressure by the IDF.

And yet, Hamas shows no signs of breaking, its spokesmen seemingly swept away by its
very success in holding out and refocusing Arab and international attention — even if
Europe and the United States have shown understanding for Israel’s right to defend itself
and embark on the ground operation.

The Israeli difficulty, in a nutshell, is how to find the pressure point that will lead Hamas to
agree to a quick cease-fire. Lacking an agreed-on exit plan and in light of the competition
between Egypt and Qatar, this is more difficult than in the past especially because Hamas
embarked on this battle out of a sense of having nothing to lose.

When the battle is over, Israel will have to address two critical issues. One is whether
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intelligence assessed in time Hamas’ willingness to go all out to extricate itself from its
distress. The other is whether some of the steps Israel took in the operation to find the
three abducted teens in the West Bank, such as mass arrests of members of the Hamas
political wing, served to bring about that escalation sooner.
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